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OVERVIEW OF YEAR'S INORK

I. INTRWUCTION

The goal for the year is to have students become familiar with
the term civilization and with the techniques of analyzing a
civilizatione The students will then apply these techniques of
analysis to Muslim and East Asian civilization in grade eight and to
Indian and WAstern civilization in grade nine. In addition a unit on the
c-mpleted Clars!.cal Creek civilization will be povided for grade eight
to be used if the teacher so deoivea.

Unit 1 attempts to answer some questions about how civilizations
have developed and why and how these civilizations might be
studied. In this unit the foundation will be laid for a two
year (Grades eight and nine) study of World Civilizations and
for the two year (Grades ten and eleven) study of Civilization
in America.

It is %ieped that the students will develop a greater awareness
of the need to look at the world in terms of civilizations rather
than in terms of individual countries, and an appreciation
of the contributions and advancements made by other people. Also
it is hoped that students will develop some techniques by which they
may make an analysis of any civilization.

II. MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

1. The student should become aware of the intimate nature of
the modern world and his own involvement in it.

2. The student should grow to understand the advantages of
utilizing a civilization approach in a study of the world.

3. The student should realize that certain broad generallyacions
can be made about any civilization.

III. AIMS

1. To provide motivation for the two year study

2. To set up a method of analysis to utilize in a study of
civilizations.
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VOCABULARY

anthropology geography

archaeologist gE.Jlogist

aztifacts history

chronological landforms

civilisation primary source

culture race .

culture region secondary source

democzatic values social sciences

dissenter sociology

generalization topographical
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QUESTIONS

DEVELOPiviENT OF UNIT

A.L0131,12-21:131DY

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES MATERIALS

Why should we
study the
world?

What aims should
our Social Studies
program ful-
fill?

Several members of the class
might be assigned to read Lost
Horizon and Lord of the Flies
during the first week or so of
the term. These books will ba
used as the basis for discussion
about societies and civilizations
daring the next few weeks.

Class disoussion-
What is social studies?
What are aims?
What aims do you think
should be fulfilled in
a study of the world?

Refer to tEe Curriculum Guide,
Section 11,"Aims for Total
Social Studies Program." Pass
a copy of these aims to each
student any' have a class dis-
cussion on one meaning of the
aims and how these might be
fulfilled.

Class discussion -
A. What are democratic values?
B. How have they developed?
C. In what way is each in-

dividual unique?
D. Why should we respect the

the worth of each individ-
ual? What is the worth of
an individ,Ial? Can it be
measured .angibly?

E. That is a dissenter?
(Kow). are one's rights
as a dissenter inherent in
a democracy?

F. What democratic processes must
be utilized for resolution of
conflicts and tensions?

G. Are democratic processes su-
perior to otber alternative ap-
proaches in solving these con-
fficts? Why? _How?_ _

Curriculum Guide
Grade 8 p. 14
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Development of Unit (cont'cl)

QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

How might we
organize a
study of the
world?

What method will
be utilized this
year?

MATERIALS

H. What are some personal and
social attitudes necessary to
the effective operation of
democratic processes?

I. What are some non democratic
political and social systems?

J. What are some of the personal
and social attitueds they
prnduce and which tend to sLpport
them?

As a culminating activity each
student might write down those
aims which seem most important
to him and give the reasons for
his ch)ices. These should be
kept ao the first page of a note
book and referred to, particularly
at the end of the year, to see if
they have teen fulfilled.

Through class discussion de-
termine those aims most im-
portant to the majority of the
class.

Class discussion to ariive at
the various methods in which
a ntudy of the world mient be
organized. The following
methods should be listed and
brisfly described:

A. Chronological - begins with
story of early man and moves
period by period to the present

B. Topical - organizes material
into major themes, then studies
the development of each in
time and place.

C. NationState - braed on
the study of a soveretE0
political unit. (Note that
this approach would overlook
primid.ve peoples.)

D. Culture Region - organines.the
world into culture regions,
which transcenC national bound-
aries i.e. Latin America or
Southeast Asia.

Allyn & Bacon:
Global historx
pp. 74-76
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Pevelopment of Unit (centld)
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES MATERIALS

E. Physical-Topographical-
based on the study of physical
End topogaphical eriaracter-
Ictica of the earth i.e. land-
forma, vegetation, land use.

F. Civilization - utilizes content
. from the eosinl sciences, and

the humanities to study an ident-
ifiable slgment of human activity
which can be located in time and
space. Each such segment bac
particular arrangcmeilt of reatures
waich give it cohesion.

Poiat oit that these categories
are not rnutuel'y exclusive.
Indeed many of them overlap,
particularly D and F. We might
say that D has a presentist
approach white F has an historical
approach, However, this difference
is purely arbitrary.

B. CIVILIZATION
I diffeseTrt--groaTivofrtride

mi3ht discuss in panel form the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each
method. Then a chart might be pre-
pared with columns headed method,
description, advantaees,and disad-
vantages.

The method to be utilized in grades
8 and 9 is the Civilization approach.
Define civilization and culture. (Re-
fer to the Curriculum Guide for de-
finitions.) Note the differences in
the two terms.

Question end answer period:
A. When migilt the nation-state

approath be used? (U.S. history)
B. Could both a chronological and

topical approach be used in the
study of on country?

C. What are some topics that
might be used in the study of the

United States?
D. What are some topics that might .

be used in the study of a
civilization?

7
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pevelomatof Unit (toned)

QUESTIONS i SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

What are some
sources of
information
about a
civilization?

What kinds
of information
dc: we want?

Uhat was the
earliest
velopment of
man?

How did
civilization
develop?

VIIMIMIIMMIMm=IMIMO.I..

MATERIALS

Som:: sources of information
are written primary and secon-
dary materials, archaelogical
remains, works of art, and
artifacts. Included among
primary sources would be lit-
erature, letters, diaries, and
inter4iews. Among secondary
sourzes would be analytical
studies of how people spend
their leisure time.
The kinds of information
utilized in this approach have
been organized by Ow social
scientists into six disciplines
each having its own area of Lnowl-
edge and its own tools of analy-
sis, Refer to the concepts
listed in the Curriculum Gu ide
for a brief discussion each
discipline with the class.

Report on the various types of
man that have been discovered
by scientists. Include a map
showing the various arena where
these early men were discovered.

Report also on the work done
by a geologist, anthropologist
and archaeologist in connection
with the discovery of these
early men.

The teacher should lead a class
discussion on the term race.
(Refer to the Curriculum Guide
for a statement on the term,)

The students should understand
why this is such a difficult
term to define and why it is
impossible to speak any longer
of E4tgoloid, Negroid, and
Caucasoid as the three races
of mankind.

Class discussion - Are there
superior races?

Special report on Darwin and
his theory of evolution.

Allyn & Bacon:
Global Histaz
pp. 54-63;

74-32.

Allyn & Bacon:
peadiaasin

"::11.19.121aa
pp, 26-28;

35-40.

Benefic: Haw Von

AMP. PP.19-73,

Allyn & Bacon:
;astern Lands
pp.12.20; 22-24.

Library Books
Encyclopedia

MacMillan: The
!Tide World

pp.156-161;
163-177.

8
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Development of Unit (coned)
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QUESTIONS

Viet is a
generalization?

What generaliza-
tions can be
made about
otvilizations?

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Class discussion - What
characteristics does man
possess that distinguish him
from the animals?

Report on the importance of ag-
riculture as a necessary aid and
preliminary step to the develop-
ment of a civilization.
Make a map chewing the chief

centers of early civilization and
the spread of civilization.

CENERAUZATION3 AECUT CIVILIZATIONS
lass discussion. The genera -

izations or major understandings
upon which this unit is based
are:

A. It is possible to under-
stand the world.

B. Valid knowledge of the
world leads to properly
considered actions.

C. The decisions each indivi-
dual makes are important
for himself and for the
world.

We can also make generalizations
about civilizations. (These will
be found the CurriculvoLT.2112)
However, before introducing
these to the clans, have the
students who have read Mat.
Horizon and Lord of the Flies
report. Try to get the class
to ctake generalizations about
groups of people living together
from the reports they have heard.
Copies of the generalizations(in the
Mariculuo Guide ) might be passed
to the class to be kept in their
notebooks. (It is not necessary
that the students memorize these
generalizations but rather that
they gain an understanding of them.

9

MATERIALS

yn :aeon:

Global Histag
pp. 4-7; 16;13;36-
37

Allyn & Bacon:
Readings in World
History pp. 2-24

Nostrand: World

Geography and 11E.
pp. 38-48;54-62

MacMillaj: ho

Wild World. pp.161-
166

Atlas

Curriculum Guide
Grade 8 p. 15
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keysImmot_of Unit (conttd)

QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITES MATERIALS

A npetial report should be prei-

aented on the importance of tha
physical environment to man.
Maps should be made to accompany
the report. These would include

. Cultivated areas of the world

. World rainfall

. World climate

. World landf9rm

. World population
A comparison of these maps should
iLlustrate the problems the phy-
sical environment presents to
man.

A graph might be made show-
ing world population growth.
Find the areas that have grown
the most in the past twenty
years. Why have they grown
so rapidly?

Class discussion of material
from Stavrinnos' Readings in
World Historz ( pp.2-24)

Class discussion - What aye
landforms? If possible
motels showing mountains,
plateaus, hills, and plains
mf.ght be made.

Make maps showing the locations
of some of the world's major
resources. The resources may be
grouped together in categories:

. metal

. forest

. fuel and power

. fibers and textiles

Goodes Wottd Atlas
Classroom Atlas
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Development of Unit (cont'd.)

D. COURSE OF STUDY

QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITES MATERIALS

What are the aims
of the program
for the hoxt
two years?

What will be
studied?

What method
will be
utilized:

The aims are:
A, -To locate and identify

characteristics of the
Ancient Greek civilization
and the contemporary Muslim
East Asian, Western and
Indian civilizations. Make
a world map showing the lo-
cation of these areas.

B. To appreciate the intrinsic
value of each through an
analysis of each.

C. To learn through a study of
the: political, sccial,economic
and religious institutions of
the civilization how each in-
stitution fulfilled the basic
needs of the people.

D. To realize that each civilization
does not exist in a vacuum but.is
influenced by and influences other
civilizations And peoples.

E. To provide an initinl experience
in some aspect of historical
methodology such as the distinc-
tion between fact and interpret-
ation of fact, the distinction
between certainty, probability,
and possibil4ty, the distinction
between primary and secondary
sources, and the necessity to avoid
imposing one's own valve judgment
om other civilizations as oppo-
sed to considering them intheir
own context.

Class discussion of the Above aims
to arrive at an understanding of each

Students might try to list charact-
eristics, adjectives, or phroses that
they associate with each civilization
listed above. These lists should
be kept by the teacher and veturned
to the class later to illustrate the
meaning of stereotvve.
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EVALUATION

1. Why study the world?

2. What are the advantages of studying the world through an
analysis of civilizations?

3. Why is information from anthropology, economics, geography,
political science, and sociology needed, in addition to
history, to accuire a view of a wbcie civilization?

4. Talat are four major oontemporary civilizations into
which the world can be divided?

5. What are the chief characteristics by which a civilization can
be identified?

6. What intrinsic values need to be examined as they reflect the
the nature and worth of a civilization?

7. How do the basic institutions of a civilization reflect
the needs and wants of the people?

8. What is the difference between fact and t'e luteroretation of fact?

9. What is the current definition of the term race at discuesed in this
unit?

10. What are the steps which led up to the development of civilization?

11. What distinctions exist between certainty, probability, and
possibility?

12. What is wrong with ta;.osing one's owa value judgemente on other
civilizations?

13. How can viewing a civilization in its own context
overcome the problem of imposing one's own value judgments upon it
and thus the problem of developing u.Idesiroble stereotyped notions
and prejudices?

14. Hoc: are primary ane secondary sources different?
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APPEND/FE A

NATIONAL G7ZOGRAPRIC MAGAZIN13

RELATED ARTICMS

Adventures in the SeAres for Man January, 1963

Finding the trend's Farlisst Man September, 1960

Exploring 1,750,000 Yeara Into Monis Past October, 1961

Lifelike Man Preserved 2,000 Years in Peat March, 1954

Life 8,000 leers Ago :,:covered in An Alabama Cave October, 1956

Rmseel/ Cave: New Light on Stone Ava Life March, 1959

Searching for Cliff Mellere. Secrets November, 1959

Underwater Archeology: Key to History's Warehouse July, 1963


